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 EXE (application) or .ISO (ISO image) files.Make sure that the location to save the .EXE or .ISO file is on your computer's C: drive or your network's D: drive. The location can be on any of your D: drives or a shared drive on your network. This is where the software recovery discs will be saved.If your computer is connected to a network or a wireless network, you need to connect the VAIO to the
network and the network will need to be turned on. The Ethernet or Wi-Fi icon on the top of the VAIO screen will be lit.NOTE: If the Ethernet or Wi-Fi icon is not lit, please refer to the Connecting to a Network guide or The Wi-Fi icon does not appear on the taskbar on your desktop.section.Write down the unique VAIO serial number (found on the back of the VAIO's packaging) and the system

BIOS date and time.NOTE: If you are unsure of the information found in this guide, you can find the information in the User's Guide for the VAIO, which is located in your disc library folder on the hard drive.The VAIO Serial Number for the following version of the VAIO is: VAIO: GX-AV710 GX-AV711 If you are using a VAIO with a larger memory card than 256 GB, the serial number found
on the back of the VAIO can be found in the following locations: VAIO 1.GX-AV710 or VAIO 1.GX-AV711 VAIO 2.GX-AV720 or VAIO 2.GX-AV721 VAIO 3.GX-AV730 or VAIO 3.GX-AV731 VAIO 4.GX-AV740 or VAIO 4.GX-AV741 VAIO 5.GX-AV750 or VAIO 5.GX-AV751 2.Click the Write Now button.The hardware and software verification process begins.NOTE: If you

experience problems verifying your hardware or software, please contact the VAIO warranty center, and they will assist you.WARNING: The recovery software may erase the contents of the storage media you use to create the recovery discs. Before proceeding, it is strongly recommended that you backup all data and media you want to keep from being erased. 3.When 82157476af
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